
Tales of Clever Peter 

 

How much does a slap 
Once Sly Peter walked on the way intended. It is because adduce that his neck stretched. Was coming after him 
Chorbadzhiyski son wanted to laugh at him and sticks such a slap in the neck that cap Sly Peter othvraknal 
away. And you know what you chorbadji sons was at that time and have them today in Nashensko? They are 
the worst deadbeats and viroglavtsi. They have no fear of anyone and shame and saw that everyone was afraid 
of their fathers, they do not respect anybody! All day rampage through the village like mad dogs and cry till it 
not some poor guy or do not harm anyone, do not sleep peacefully at night ...  
And Clever Peter would just like to do that and he's been afraid of the landlord, decided to complain Baremian 
of Pop. Pollination takes his cap and went to the Popov house.  
priest was sitting on a Rogozina and I wrote pomenitsi. Hearing the complaint Sly Peter, replied:  
- Oh, Peter, these are small jobs! Seeing Chorbadzhiyski son, tell him to buy you a pot of wine to prihvanesh 
and forgive him.  
And the priest again, leaning over his pomenitsite. A Clever Peter heard this on hatar sentence slaps him a slap 
in the stretched neck and says:  
- Father Priest, as a slap in the face to be paid with a pot of wine, then take my wine from the great son to whom 
your word more goes well you Make your for my slap! 

Clever Peter is the hero of Mariovo folklore. As its name suggests it has the smarts and wit and even deceit. Rival in the stories about him is Nasreddin 
Hodja, the personification of the typical Turk. After the liberation of  Balkan occupies its place in its modern version - Bai Ganjo. Unlike Bai Ganjo, which is 
sometimes considered vulgar, simple and having other negative qualities Clever Peter remained in the minds of Marivwc  as a positive hero. 
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Itar_Pejo  

 

 


